Training – Producing FPAR’s in Activity Insight (AI)
Eligible faculty can access AI by logging into InsideSOU and then clicking on the Activity Insight
link on the right hand side of the page. AI is a single sign-on application so you will not be
prompted to log in but instead will be presented with a screen like the one below.

Note: the rectangular boxes have been added as a reference for training purposes only.

This year’s process for FPAR reporting includes generating a 2015-16 academic year report in the fall and
a 2016-17 academic year report due in the spring. Because of changes to the bylaws and this transition
to the AI software, two reports will be required this year.

To produce an FPAR in AI, there are three main steps:
A) Verify Current Information
B) Input New Information
C) Run, Save, and Submit the FPAR Report
Each of these steps are explained in the pages below.

Note: Most items in AI are academic year or date centric. Only records with dates and/or academic years
matching or contained within the year for which the FPAR is being generated will be included on the report.
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A. Verify Current Information
Three (3) screens contain data which was uploaded on your behalf but should be verified.
1. Personal and Contact Information - Data elements on this screen can be verified and
updated. If there are changes to be made to any of the items marked as read-only, please
contact the Provost’s Office for assistance.
2. Yearly Data – All the data elements on this screen, except for the last 5 questions, are set to
read-only and also need to be verified. If changes are necessary, please contact the
Provost’s Office for assistance.
3. Workload and ELU Assignments – Most of the data on this screen is read-only and reflects
information from the Faculty Loading Report. If discrepancies exist, please contact the
Provost’s Office. When clicking into any of the items, a field titled “Outcomes Achieved
and/or Duties Accomplished” will also be displayed. For certain assignment types a response
needs to be entered in this field and this is indicated by a prompt on the summary screen.
You have the option to either type, copy/paste, or upload a document describing your
accomplishments that resulted from this assignment.

Note: Most items in AI are academic year or date centric. Only records with dates and/or academic years
matching or contained within the year for which the FPAR is being generated will be included on the report.
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B. Input New Information
Six (6) screens need information to be entered by
the faculty member to produce the FPAR.
1. Yearly Data – The last five questions at the
bottom of this screen need to be answered.
Note that when working on the 2015-16 FPAR
these answers need to be associated with the
Yearly Data for the 2015-16 academic year
record.

2. Document Repository – Click on the “Add New Item” button at the top of the screen.

Choose Curriculum Vita from the “Document Type” and provide a “Date of Document.”
Then upload the file by clicking on the “Choose File” button.
Note: the FPAR report will always link to the most current CV that has been uploaded.

After clicking on the “Save” button you will see the file listed as an item in Document
Repository summary screen.

Additional documents can be uploaded into this screen if desired, however the FPAR is only
linking to the most current CV that has been uploaded into the repository.
Note: A document type “FPAR/FPAP” is available in this repository but should not be
confused with the FPAR that will be generated within AI. The option to upload “FPAR/FPAP”
will be used for Promotion and Tenure applications which require previous years’ FPARs and
an FPAP.
Note: Most items in AI are academic year or date centric. Only records with dates and/or academic years
matching or contained within the year for which the FPAR is being generated will be included on the report.
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3. Teaching Expectations: Reflections and Goals – Complete this screen to include:
a) A short narrative/reflection about the activities you accomplished to further your efforts
related to your program’s expectations for teaching effectiveness as it relates to the
characteristics that describe each performance level.
b) A description of the activities you plan to accomplish to further your efforts in this area.
c) The selection of a rating of either Acceptable, Preferred, or Exceptional.
Click on the “Add New Item” button.

Choose an academic year from the drop down list corresponding to this FPAR and then
either type or copy/paste information into both the Reflections and the Goals data
fields.

Finally select a “Self-Assessment Rating” and click the “Save” button.

4. Scholarship Expectations: Reflections and Goals – The process above is identical when
entering information for Scholarship Expectations: Reflections and Goals.
5. Service Expectations: Reflections and Goals – The process above is identical when entering
information for Service Expectations: Reflections and Goals.

Note: Most items in AI are academic year or date centric. Only records with dates and/or academic years
matching or contained within the year for which the FPAR is being generated will be included on the report.
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6. Professional Development Activity Funds (PDAs) – Faculty use of PDA funds need to be
documented within the FPAR. To accommodate this, the Professional Development Activity
Funds screen allows items to be created showing how those funds have been spent.
Click on “Add New Item.”

Choose an “Academic Year” and a “PDA Expenditure Item” type and the amount spent. If
desired, more information about the expenditure can be included in the “More Detail”
field. When finished click “Save” and if necessary repeat the process to add additional
items for other PDA expenditures.

When complete, the summary screen will show all the items entered for each academic year.

Note: Most items in AI are academic year or date centric. Only records with dates and/or academic years
matching or contained within the year for which the FPAR is being generated will be included on the report.
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C. Run Report & Review – The final step for producing the FPAR is to run the report that pulls the
information entered in steps A and B above onto a document that can be forwarded to the chairs for
review and discussion.
Click on “Run Reports” in the left hand navigation pane then select the “Faculty Professional
Activities Report” from the drop down list.

Parameters need to be selected to generate the FPAR including “Date Range”, “Whom to Include”,
and “File Format.” The “Date Range” may default to the previous academic year due to the
transition to AI for FPAR reporting, so be sure to select the appropriate year.

Select PDF as the File Format and leave the “Page Size” set to Letter then click the “Run Report” button.
Depending on your choice of web browser and its settings, the PDF may simply open on screen or may
need to be opened from your browser download area.
Review the FPAR and verify that it contains everything you expect, including an active link to your CV on
page one. If changes are necessary, then simply close the PDF, return to the screen(s) in AI that need to
be updated and when complete, repeat section C above to re-create the report.

Final Step
Faculty are asked to send their FPAR to their Chairs who will read, reflect, and review the FPAR, and will
then forward them to the appropriate Division Directors. Directors will then forward the FPARs onto the
Provosts Office.

Note: Most items in AI are academic year or date centric. Only records with dates and/or academic years
matching or contained within the year for which the FPAR is being generated will be included on the report.
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